
• Your Premier Bike Flag Pole is built with 
convenient shock cording for easy assembly.  
• In addition, your Bike Flag Pole comes with 
an adjustable clamp that will secure your 
�ag to the pole.  Make sure you secure your 
�ag to the pole using the retaining cord 
and clamp.

Pole Clamp Adjusting:
• The metal tabs on the retaining clamp are 
spring loaded and can easily be opened with 
any basic pliers by squeezing together the 
two metal tabs on the retaining clamp.  (See 
diagram A)
• Once you have moved the metal retainer 
clamp o� of the rubber bushing, slide the 
bushing up or down the pole to the desired 
location.  (See diagram B)
• Using the pliers to open the metal retaining 
clamp by squeezing again on the metal tabs, 
slide the retaining clamp over the rubber 
bushing and release the tabs.  The retaining 
ring will constrict on the rubber bushing and 
hold it into place.  (See diagram C & D)

Attaching Flag or Windsock:
Pass the �ag retaining cord through the hole 
on the metal retaining clamp and tie it to the 
other end of the cord.  You may use any 
secure knot such as a square knot or two 
overhand knots.  You may also use a simple 
bow knot like you would tie a pair a shoes 
(See diagram E).   For windsock style �ag 
simply clip on to Cord Loop (See diagram G).

For Special Cases Where the Pole 
Clamp Needs to be Raised Above 
the Metal Ferrules:
• If you have a shorter style �ag that you 
would like to secure above the �rst or 
second metal ferrule, it is possible to 
re-position the Pole Clamp above the metal 
ferrules by putting a slit in the rubber 
bushing.  You can put a slit in the rubber 
bushing by using a simple hand scissors.  
(See diagram F)
• Once you reposition the rubber bushing 
above the metal ferrules and in the desired 
location, simply re-install the metal clamp 
using a pliers per the above instructions.  
Please note the metal retaining clamp can 
easily “jump” over the metal ferrules to 
whatever position on the pole you wish.  
(See diagram H)
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